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K CHLOR is a high-performance salt chlorination
system that lets you enjoy crystal-clear pool water
without harsh chemicals.lt is a safe, clean, easy
alternative to dosing your pool with dangerous,
expensive and messy chlorine granules, tablets or
liquid. K CHLOR improves your pool water quality by
using harmless salt.

\^lHY USE K CHLOR

?

Salt is a natural antiseptic and greatly reduces the eye, ear
and slcin problems which can be caused by conventional
chlorine.At only I/7th the salinity of sea water, the water
has a luxurious feel that is kind to eyes and allergy sufferers.
K CHLOR is better and safer for the whole family.The
K CHLOR unit was designed with safety in mind and runs
on 7 volts - much less than a car battery generates. lt has
been approved by electrical authorities for all states.

EASYTO USEAND INSTALL
A K CHLOR system consists of two worl<ing components.
The Electronic Cell which connects easily to standard pool
plumbing and the wall mounted Power Pacl< which controls
the operation of the system. K CHLOR is simple to operate
and install.When used with a timer it automatically chlorinates
your pool for the desired period each day,.iust set the timer,
relax and let K CHLOR do all the worl<.The K CHLOR
system is suitable for domestic and commercial applications
of all makes, shapes and sizes. lnstall it with a brand new pool
or convert your existing pool to automatic salt water
chlorination. lt's easy! Contact your local pool equipment
supplier for details.
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LOW RUNNING COSTS
K CHLOR costs very little to
operate. On average, you will
need to run your K CHLOR
unit for 6- l2 hours per day in
summer,4-6 hours in autumn
and spring and 2-4 hours during
'a*$1ra!. &aa+{*i&*,*o*u
the winter months.The units
****u
@*.
cost between one and three
cents per hour to run, depending on the model chosen.

